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AmazonBasics 3. Skip to main content. Image Unavailable Image not available for Colour:.
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the Box - AmazonBasics 3. Product information Size: 25 Feet Technical Details. Ph No. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. Review
this product Share your thoughts with other customers. Write a product review. Customer
images. See all customer images. Read reviews that mention sound quality male to female value
for money good quality loss of audio gold plated stopped working works fine works well worth
every female stereo aux extension highly recommended audio cable every penny serves the

purpose worth the money highly recommend audio quality really good. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from India. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Size: 12 Feet Verified Purchase. Purchased this almost 11 months back. No issues. I
watch movies at late night and I don't want to disturb my neighbors. But in my opinion, it should
have been braided or at least tangle-free flat cable. Size: 6 Feet Verified Purchase. I have bought
this for our TV , as the wire of my speaker couldnt fit behind the TV due to wall , although this
extended cable does gets stuck in the wall but that doesnt stop it from transferring the sound to
my external speaker.. Initially I was apprehensive whether this will result in some loss of audio
or not but I got a deal on this item and then thought why not. Got the cable in less than 2 days. I
would certainly say that in spite of cheap Chinese cables, which tend to break in less time you
should invest in this cable and be assured for some time. I have purchased USB 3 extension
cables and other amazon basics products and none of them ever disappointed me till date. Very
good craftsmanship, nice looking, non braided, metal moulded pin both male and female. Well
Justified with the price tag. As Aux connection is an analog connection so technically it will
reduce sound quality but that is not noticeable by general listening. This way you can minimise
the reduction of sound quality. But anyway if you are not playing some over 10k hi-res
headphone or playing music through over k hi-res hifi audio system then this wire is not going
to make noticeable difference. Images in this review. For those people, those having an issue
with this cable maybe they have some issue with their power supply. I noticed if there is no
proper earthing in a system so I always get some distortion and humming noises in my
headphone and speakers. If the audio port is the nearby USB port, then also you can hear some
distorted noise. My experience with this cable is: 1. No Distortion or Humming noise 2. No
Sound loss 3. No Quality issue 4. Made With Best Quality Material. Size: 25 Feet Verified
Purchase. Works awesome! I am very picky about sound quality and have multiple high end
headphones. There is ZERO audio quality lost in the cord i received. I would definitely buy this
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knowing amazon is a great company to work with and would refund me if i had issues. I have
been really happy with AmazonBasic cables. They are cheap and very excellent quality! I love
the look of this cable. Nice clean look! This came in small amazon box. Cable is quite thin. But
sure it wont break. The connectors are golden colored. Product listing says golden plated. I
bought and realized my tv doesn't have Audio out jack, so it is not being used. Though i tested
it and is working. No hissing or any other unwanted sound. See all reviews. Top reviews from
other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Translate review to English. We bought this to
extend my son's video game headset so he could talk to his friends and still sit on the couch
away from the TV - it works fine for audio, but doesn't work with the microphone. Come to find
out that a headset with a microphone has 4 contact points: Mic, Ground, Left, Right. This means
that the headset has 3 black lines on the plug so it can have the four contact points. This
extension only has 2 lines on the plug, so only 3 contact points: Ground, Left, Right. No Mic, so
of course it doesn't work. I connected the cable to my MacBook laptop and at the other end my
headphones. Right away I heard a mains hum, really did not expect that? Even moving the cable
away from my AC power sockets - it was still there Begining to think they did not use a shielded
coax cable? The 3. Do not buy, it has some side noise all the time when using, bought other one
and none of this problem. Do not recommend. I bought this mainly for use with the TV so as not
to disturb anyone else. It was fine when I first tried it out and my boyfriend uses it most days
when gaming. Our external speakers when connected directly to the TV also has some
interference so I do doubt the issue is with this extension. There is absolutely no interference
and the sound quality is great when used with other devices in the house though. Pages with
related products. See and discover other items: extension cable , aux cable , 3. Back to top. Get
to Know Us. English Choose a language for shopping. Add to Cart. Cloudtail India. Appario
Retail Private Ltd. CableCreation IN. Audible Download Audio Books. DPReview Digital
Photography. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Amazon Prime Music 70 million songs,
ad-free. An aux cable is a portable cable that usually comes with a 3. Some cables also come
with different connectors at one of their ends, like a lightning connector or a 3-way splitter. You
can use an auxiliary cable to connect your smartphone to an amplifier, like home theatre, car
stereo, external speakers, and more. You can buy aux cables for cars from your favorite online
sites. Check out various aux wires offered by a plethora of brands, such as boAt , Remax ,
dhriyag , Syska , Flipkart SmartBuy , and more. You can even compare the different cables and
check out aux cable prices before making a purchase. Explore Plus. Mobile Accessories. Mobile
Cables. Bank Offer. Did you find what you were looking for? Yes No. Hybite 3. Flipkart Customer
Certified Buyer 19days ago. A3sprime 1 3. Flipkart Customer Certified Buyer 29days ago. Very
good product, sound transmission is awesome as well as built in quality fair for this price. The
golden design catches eyes easily. Flipkart Customer Certified Buyer 3months ago. Flipkart

Customer Certified Buyer 2days ago. Nice cable. Seems sturdy, looks it will last long. Rishabh
Saxena Certified Buyer Jun, Flipkart Customer Certified Buyer 15days ago. ReTrack 3. Build
material is poor, after 10 days it stopped working. Thakur Electronics Certified Buyer Feb,
Raghav Gupta Certified Buyer 2months ago. Back to top. Female 3. Male 3. Gold plated
connections for better sound quality and less loss. Connect your iPad, smartphones1, MP4,
Laptop, Tabs to 2 earphones simultaneously, doesn't support mic. When you place an order
from iShine-trade. You can choose your preferred shipping method on the order information
page during the checkout process. How much time, it will take to receive your order is shown
below. The complete delivery time is calculated from the time to order. The total delivery time is
considered from the time your order is placed until it is delivered to you. Total delivery
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time is broken down into processing time and shipping time. It may include preparing your
items, performing quality checks, and packing for shipment. The process of Shipping from your
local warehouse is significantly faster. Some charges may also apply. Additionally, the transit
time depends on where you are located and where your package comes from. If you want to
know more information, please contact the customer service. We will settle your problem as
soon as possible. Enjoy shopping! Sign in Or Register. Login with your social account. Forgot
Your Password? Registration is free and easy! Faster checkout Save multiple shipping
addresses View and track orders and more Create an account. Brands Generic. Add to wishlist
Add to compare. Your shopping cart is empty! Language English. Shopping Cart. Add To Cart.
High shielding performance with aluminium case, pure sound quality. Shipping Process When
you place an order from iShine-trade. Compatible Replacement Laptop Screen What is next?

